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Almy Seaside Restaurant at Kalyves beach is giving you the ultimate beach vibes

and a delicious, seafood-based menu, to fill that insatiable summer appetite after a

long bay at sea. The name takes after the tamarisk trees that are found on the

beach, which in Greek are called Almyriki = Αλμυρίκι. From Greek breakfasts served

with freshly baked pastries, to having all the sea’s delicacies served on your lunch

plate, to romantic dinner dates listening to breaking waves, Almy is an all-day bar-

café restaurant that will win your heart and satisfy your belly.

The restaurant is found on Kalyves beach, 2km from Kalyves village and 22km from

Chania’s center. It is considered by the locals a perfect family friendly destination

because of safety from traffic, being steps away from a fully organized beach with

amenities, an adjacent playground with grass lawn and last but not least an

extensive, irresistible menu for adults and children. The restaurant serves also as a

beach bar serving snacks, pizzas and refreshments to visitors spending their day

there.

Given the proximity to the sea and the tamarisk trees, the design choices drew

inspiration inevitably from the surrounding landscape. Greek white, wooden details,

thatched roofs and wicker exterior furniture compose a serene, contemporary Greek

beach environment that transforms from lively daytime to romantic nighttime. Last

but not least don’t forget about the special cocktails being served at the bar, using

fresh fruits, herbs and distillations.

Almy Seaside Restaurant is also available as a venue for special occasions and

events. We have been honored multiple times, to be hosting wedding and

Christening receptions, as well as birthday and bachelor parties. We can

accommodate up to 200 sitting guests and we provide the venue, catering, bar and

DJ. We are open to any collaboration with event planners and eager to make your
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vision come true!
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